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If your dog has been diagnosed with cancer, he or she needs to start eating a special diet right

away. "The Dog Cancer Diet" (Kindle edition) walks you step-by-step through the homemade recipe

and how to make the change from your dog's current diet.You will learn about: * How to help your

dog fight cancer with food * Commercial Dog Foods & Cancer-Causing Carcinogens * Water Quality

& Cancer * Why Grains & Sugars are Bad for Dogs with Cancer * Important Dietary Supplements to

Help Dogs with Cancer The right foods--many of which you probably have in your home right

now--can be powerful weapons for a dog with cancer. Putting your dog on the diet described in "The

Dog Cancer Diet" will accomplish two things: 1) Fight Cancer - while no food is a "miracle cure,"

there are some that "go after" cancer tumors. 2) Support Immune Response - foods that boost your

dog's immune system help your dog's natural defense system."The Dog Cancer Diet" contains the

latest, cutting edge information from one of the leading authorities on dog cancer and full spectrum

canine cancer care.Dr. Demian Dressler, DVM (otherwise known as the Dog Cancer Vet) is an

internationally recognized expert on canine cancer.
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If only I would have learned of Dr. Dressler's Dog Cancer Diet book a few years ago. I have an old

yellow lab who is riddled with cancerous tumors and we know he doesn't have long left. Even so, to

make his final months happier and healthier I've started him on the Dog Cancer Diet and have put

my younger, healthy dog on it to avoid future problems.We don't often think about the foods we give

our dogs, but so many of them simply aren't good and may cause various health problems,

allergies, and even cancer. By boosting a dog's immune system, and feeding them beneficial foods

and supplements it can go a long way in protecting their health and possibly avoiding cancer in the

long run. For dogs who already have cancer, this book could add on some happier quality time and

have your dog feeling much better.I just started my dog on the krill oil, Apocaps, and healthier foods

and he's already doing much better. He's running around and playing where before, I thought he

would leave us at any moment!

People have learned that diet plays an integral role in our health. Why have we been so slow to

realize the same is true of our 4-legged little ones? Here, Dr. Demian Dressler explores the nature

of how food affects dogs and especially how we can administer food wisely when our dogs get

cancer. We not only are implementing this diet for one of our troubled guys but we're just going to

move to this kind of food in general for all of them, young and old. Grains and sugars are huge

problems for the canines. (They are for people many times too; the FDA's Food Pyramid has

caused a lot of problems.)Dr. Dressler goes into detail and uses strong evidence to support

everything he teaches here. The food we feed our dogs may or may not CAUSE problems such as

cancer (sometimes it probably does) but it sure can exacerbate and perhaps bring on the end far

earlier than it has to come. You owe it to your dog to learn this and our love for animals was enough

for us to write this review to encourage YOU to get The Dog Cancer Diet.

This book breaks down a good diet for dogs with cancer -- in PLAIN ENGLISH. It explains the

science behind it concisely and in a way that is easy to retain, follow, and explain to others if they

ask why you're cooking for your dog instead of feeding your furry friend commercial food which

often but not always contain carcinogens which do not help a dog fight the cancer that is already in

their body.

This is an outdated version of The Dog Cancer Diet. Dr. Dressler has made some updates in the

2nd edition of the book "The Dog Cancer Survival Guide", and some of the information in this book

is no longer valid. I wish I had known that prior to making the purchase, I would have saved my



money. Thank goodness it was only $2.99. I recommend purchasing the entire book instead since

it's current and has the benefit of more years of research.

Thank you Dr. Dressler for your detailed study about how to extend our dog's life through the food

she eats. We had been moving toward an immune-boosting diet for ourselves and your book taught

us how to help Sally. She's not out of the woods yet but she is responding nicely and seems to

LOVE the food we now give her. One of the primary reasons we got your book was due to the

extensive references in back. Our cousin had one and when we saw how well documented your

findings were, we knew we were not doing Sally justice if we didn't see what you had to say. We'll

keep you posted but she is doing better.

my dog was given 3-4 months to live as he had a melanoma in his mouth. i was desperate to try

anything. UK seemed to offer very little info so i went to the American websites. this book had lots of

tips on how to prolong my faithful friend's life. it also recommended alternative treatments including

a cancer vaccine. i also went for ther radiation treatment. sadly my dog died in June 2013, but we

had 6 extra months together that all the vets said would not have happened. he did not suffer at all

and died very peacefully. i think the book is fabulous and the help line offered so much support.

The first half of the book explains the importance of healthy nutrition. Well, if I wouldn't have already

come to that conclusion I wouldn't have bought the book but this seems to be a problem with all the

cook books for pets.... Not impressed by it, was hoping for an easy "how to" manual, it's already

disturbing/complicated enough to have a sick dog. I don't like all the recommendations to different

links on the internet, do I really want to take time away from spending with my sick dog by reading

through all these web sites?!? All the why and how your pet became ill is extremely disturbing since

at this point your dog is sick and there is nothing you can do to turn back the clock. DON'T WASTE

YOUR MONEY ON THIS!!

It is hard to be sure what helps and what doesn't, but my 15 year old dog is still alive 8 months after

the first sign of osteosarcoma and 6 months after amputation. She's doing amazing well. I followed

this diet for her and did treatments with my holistic veterinarian. No chemo or anything at her age.
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